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/ ABSTRACT

6. Government of New Zealand 2020; 7. Leslie, D 2019;

We argue that the phenomena of distributed respon-

Council of Europe 2020b; 10. Dataethical Thinkdotank

sibility, induced acceptance, and acceptance through

n.d; 11. Engelmann, J.; Puntschuh, M. 2020; 12. Gov-

ignorance constitute instances of imperfect delega-

ernment of Canada; Treasury Board Secretariat 2019;

tion when tasks are delegated to computationally-

13. Reisman, D.; Schultz, J.; Crawford, K.; Whittaker,

driven systems. Imperfect delegation challenges

M. 2018; 14. Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft – Der

human accountability. We hold that both direct pub-

Bundesrat. 2020; 15. World Economic Forum 2020;

lic accountability via public transparency and indirect

16. Independent High-Level Expert Group On Artifi-

public accountability via transparency to auditors in

cial Intelligence Set Up By The European Commission

public organizations can be both instrumentally ethi-

2019; all guidelines are accessible through the AW

cally valuable and required as a matter of deontology

depository at https://inventory.algorithmwatch.org/).1

from the principle of democratic self-government.

As we shall see, there are diverse reasons for this.

We analyze the regulatory content of 16 guideline

Accountability, as clarified below (section 3) includes

documents about the use of AI in the public sector,

the element of answerability, which appears to be

by mapping their requirements to those of our philo-

challenged by automation, especially some computa-

sophical account of accountability, and conclude that

tionally peculiar forms of it.

8. Automated Decision Systems Task Force 2019, 9.

while some guidelines refer processes that amount
to auditing, it seems that the debate would benefit

Our main contribution to the debate on AI account-

from more clarity about the nature of the entitlement

ability is twofold: first, we consider non-instrumental

of auditors and the goals of auditing, also in order to

arguments for accountability grounded in democratic

develop ethically meaningful standards with respect

theory; second, we distinguish also between direct

to which different forms of auditing can be evaluated

public accountability via public transparency and indi-

and compared.

rect public accountability via transparency to auditors.
We argue that both can realize public accountability.

1. INTRODUCTION

In addition to defending our conceptual framework,

Most ethics or organizational guidelines about the

some practical requirements in 16 guidelines on AI in

use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) mention the value

the public administration address each of the main

of accountability (Jobin et al. 2019). Unsurprisingly,

issues our theoretical analysis unpacks.

we illustrate its empirical fruitfulness by showing that

accountability is also mentioned as a goal in some
recently published guidelines concerning the use of

We define the scope of accountable process in terms

AI in the public sector (1. AI Now Institute et al. n.d.;

of “computationally-driven” automation, i.e., automa-

2. Cities for Digital Rights 2020; 3. Council of Europe

tion that avails itself of algorithms implemented by

2020a; 4. Dawson et al. 2020; 5. Government Digital

computing machines. We do not limit our attention

Service and Office for Artificial Intelligence, UK 2019;

to AI, in some restricted meaning of it, e.g. as including only the most advanced forms of machine learn-
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ing. Accountability challenges do not derive only from
computational models that cannot be described in

1

 e include the Alan Turing document (Leslie, D, 2019) because
W
it is explicitly referred to as guidance in the UK Government
guidelines (Government Digital Service and Office for Artificial
Intelligence, UK, 2019).
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the form of rules programmers themselves under-

guideline recommendations. This paper combines

stand — the so-called black box models (de Laat

the two approaches in a way that we hope our inter-

2017; Kroll et al. 2016). We doubt, first of all, that

disciplinary readers will find to be both refreshingly

black box models and their lack of transparency are

new and particularly insightful.

the only reason why accountability for AI deserves
discussion. Second, we doubt — along others in the

The analysis of the content of guidelines shows that

literature (Kroll et al. 2016) — that black-box models,

they can be interpreted as addressing a general

in spite of the depth of the transparency problem

accountability problem, namely one resulting from

they raise, make accountability impossible or sui gen-

technological delegation, as opposed to an account-

eris. Both assumptions explain why the scope of our

ability gap specifically due to features of recent AI

analysis is quite broad and not limited to so called

techniques. Indeed, many non-computational sys-

black-box models. A similar narrow view, which we

tems and circumstances raise the same challenges

do not accept, is that instances where decisions are

to accountability that we explore in the context of AI,

“fully automated” are the only case why discussing

and thus the accountability issues we are exploring

algorithmic accountability is important. We reject this

are not, necessarily, distinctive to AI. On the other

view for two reasons as well: first, it is not clear what

hand, it seems that the debate would benefit from

it means for a decision to be fully automated, given

more clarity about the nature of the entitlement of

that automation is always controlled by some human

auditors and the goals of auditing, also in order to

agent responsible for it; and second, even if a sound

develop ethically meaningful standards with respect

definition of the distinction were given, it would fail to

to which different forms of auditing can be evaluated

correspond to salient ethical differences — e.g., par-

and compared. Thus, the distinctions introduced here

tial automation in the criminal justice domain, such

can improve the clarity of the goals of advocating

as using a software to calculate risk scores, may be

accountability for AI-based systems.

2

more deserving of attention than full automation in a
different domain, e.g., fully automated translation of

Let us then turn to an overview of the paper. As

foreign company news on an English language finan-

announced, we start (section 2) by analyzing automa-

cial newspaper.

tion as a delegation process and the possible challenges for human accountability it poses. Section 3

Since we appeal to neither opacity in the sense of

provides the conceptual analysis of accountability

black-box models nor to full automation in the fram-

that will be used in the rest of the paper. Section 4,

ing of our analysis, we owe the reader a distinct

5, and 6 deal, respectively, with responsibility iden-

analysis of the problem AI poses for accountability.

tification, public transparency, and auditing (or aud-

Thus, our paper starts by providing a theoretical

itability). These three sections differ from the pre-

account of what accountability and its value are, in

ceding two because they are not purely theoretical.

general, and in relation to automation, before deliver-

Rather, we provide a synthesis of the recommenda-

ing the empirically informed part of the paper, which

tions included in 16 guidelines about the use of AI or

is based on the analysis of 16 guidelines. Thus, our

algorithms in the public sector that are relevant to

approach is a combination of a philosophical account

promoting accountability according to our definition

of accountability for computation-driven automation

of it. We wrap up the paper with the conclusion, sum-

and an empirically informed, descriptive analysis of

marizing our main findings.

2	For a recent analysis overview of black box and explainable AI
models see: (Arrieta et al. 2019; Belle and Papantonis 2020)
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2. AI AND AUTOMATION

automation of subordinated tasks, by dictating the

By automation of decision-making, we mean the

tant parameters or boundary conditions for actions

delegation of a subordinated cognitive or decisional

by AA. Hence, HA controls 1) own actions directly;

function from an agent capable of accountability, i.e.

2) actions of AA indirectly, in so far as a reasonable

a human, to a non-biological form of information

guarantee exists that they merely implement HA’s

processing that has been designed by a human by

will; 3), HA has perfect “higher-order” cognition of her

specifying specific rules of computation.

relation to AA, i.e., full awareness that the delegation

overarching goals, which control all the most impor-

3

of some cognitive tasks to the AA has a feedback on
The human agent (HA) can delegate either cogni-

the HA’s own beliefs and, potentially, value system.

tive tasks or the execution of subordinated tasks,
or both, to an artificial agent (AA). The delegation is

As we shall see, the above given picture of delega-

ideal if and only if all subordinate tasks and cognitive

tion describes an idealized condition of decisional

tasks adequately contribute to HA’s goal as intended.

autonomy for HA. In these circumstances, HA retains

HA indirectly controls the outcomes in spite of the

full moral and causal responsibility for HA’s actions as
well as AA’s actions. However, such idealized picture
of human-machine interaction rarely occurs in the

3	As long as silicon-based intelligence will not have the features
necessary for human-level agency.

real world.

HUMAN AGENT (HA)
Values and norms
Goal

Beliefs
Informs

Delegates

Delegates

ARTIFICIAL AGENT (AA)
Computationally
controlled
cognitive tasks
Informs

Informs

Computationally
controlled subordinate
goal execution

Executes
Automated
action

Causes

Non
automated
action

Figure 1. This figure represents an idealized automation process of both
cognitive and executive
functions. Blue arrows
denote information flow.
White arrows denote
delegation. Grey arrows
denote causation. Oblique
striped arrows denote
execution (controlled
causation).

Causes
Actual state
of the world

Events (in)directly
controlled by HA

Time

Future state
of the world
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To the contrary, we witness three challenges to real

delegation, the good reasons in question are epis-

accountability, namely distributed responsibility, exter-

temic, e.g., reasons for making specific inferences. In

nally induced automation acceptance, and automation

the case of executive delegation, reasons are practi-

acceptance through ignorance, the two latter condi-

cal, i.e., reasons to make choices (Santoni de Sio and

tions being forms of lack of meaningful control.

Van den Hoven 2018). We shall distinguish two preventative conditions of meaningful control: induced

Distributed responsibility. First of all, when the human

acceptance and ignorant acceptance.

agent belongs to a complex organizational structure,
the nature of delegation may be hard to reconstruct.

Externally induced automation acceptance. Whereas

HA1 is a human resource employee and she uses an

HA1, AA1’s user, relies on AA1 as an adequate means

applicant rating software based on automated scans

to her own goals, tracking her own reasons, another

of applicants’ CVs (AA1). HA1 has received inadequate

agent, not a user, has imposed goals and require-

training about the AA1’s limitations and is not aware

ments that are incompatible with or strongly sub-

she is using it for cases that are not suited to it. Man-

optimal to achieve AA’s overarching goals, or lead to

agement strongly encourages using AA1 as the gen-

significant undesired collateral effects from AA’s point

eral case. Not only does HA1 have little awareness of

of view. HA2’s friends all use the same social network

the software’s limitation, but, given the extant com-

app. To fulfill her sociality needs, HA2 also uses the

pany culture and time constraints of her role, HA1

same social network app. The algorithm of this app,

feels she has little alternative to relying on the tool

AA2, influences her beliefs, nudges her actions, and

in every case. If managements choices had been dif-

makes autonomous decisions (e.g., with respect to

ferent (e.g., training, incentives, time constraints) she

what content to prioritize on the medium’s feed).

would not be using the tool all the time and would

But the social network is designed to maximize the

spend more time evaluating the candidates inde-

time HA2 spends staring at her device’s screen. That

pendently. This points to responsibilities of the man-

takes place at the expense of alternative socialization

agement, the fact that this AA1 does not serve the

activities, such as HA2’s spending time outside with

interest of a “single boss” (her direct user, HA1), but

her friends, that would actually be more rewarding

interacts within a system of distributed responsibility

from HA2’s viewpoint. This can happen because the

(Floridi 2016), thus raising the (accountability) “prob-

design (e.g., of nudges) is optimized for a goal differ-

lem of many hands” (Wieringa 2020).

ent from her own and it is too costly to avoid relying

4

on the AA. HA2 does not meaningfully control AA2
Lack of meaningful control. Even though HA1 treats the

because AA2’s goals are not sufficiently aligned with

artificial agent as an adequate means to her goals,

HA2’s. HA2 accepts AA2’s goal only because they are

AA1’s behavior (e.g., choices) does not track what HA1

bounded with a form of automation she has most

believes are good reasons. In the case of cognitive

reasons overall to accept, given the lack of equally
desirable alternatives.

4	Where the use of a system is mandated by an employer, this is
included in both the category of ‘distributed responsibility’ and
of ‘externally induced automation acceptance’. The case discussed here is an instance of both and it is necessarily a failure
of meaningful control by virtue of being an instance of external inducement. But it is not a failure of meaningful control by
virtue of distributed responsibilities, because responsibilities
can be distributed in an egalitarian way. When this is the case,
the use of technology is not necessarily externally induced and
meaningful control may be preserved. Still, distributed responsibility makes it difficult to determine who should be held accountable if a problem persist, as we shall see in section 3.

Automation acceptance through ignorance. Often, the
human agent is not in the position to understand
the capabilities of the system and the way in which
it takes decision (Santoni de Sio and Van den Hoven
2018)the principle of “meaningful human control” has
been introduced in the legal-political debate; according to this principle humans not computers and their
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algorithms should ultimately remain in control of,

for responsibility are clearly more complex than

and thus morally responsible for relevant decisions

those described in ideal delegation sketched at the

about (lethal. HA3 uses an online dating app to find

start.

his romantic partner. HA3’s view of the ideal partner
is however so misguided that it makes him unlikely

We are not in the position to specify how we under-

to achieve romantic success. HA3 consented to a ran-

stand the expression “AI” which we used in the title

domized experiment intended to test the efficacy of

of this contribution and the topic of “automated deci-

the matching algorithm. By ending up in the control

sion-making” that is an alternative often preferred

arm of the experiment, HA3 is assigned with the poor-

to AI in some recent ethics/governance guidelines

est possible match according to the app’s own algo-

covering roughly the same (or at least an overlap-

rithm. In spite of signing a consent form, HA3 does

ping) terrain. What we (stipulatively) mean here by

not understand this. The app finds HA3’s for the first

“automation of human decision-making” through “AI”

time in his life a matching partner and this happens

is “any delegation of decision-making to computa-

precisely because, unbeknownst to HA3, he finally

tionally-driven systems with the potential to cause an

gave an opportunity to someone who contradicted

accountability gap because of the three above high-

all of HA3’s desiderata. HA3 lacks meaningful human

lighted phenomena”.

control even if the app does what is in HA3’s ultimate
interest. HA3 does not control the app he relies on in

It follows that our analysis does not focus on “black-

any meaningful sense, because he does not under-

box” models, but can explain why automation rely-

stand enough of what the app does and why, witness

ing on black-box models can create such challenges

the fact that he would have bounced the partner pro-

(hence belongs to “AI” in our stipulated sense). The

posed to him if he had understood how it came to be.

opacity of those systems arguably makes it difficult

This category includes human non-cognitive factors

for all users to achieve meaningful human control,

that explain why an individual uses the technology in

which arguably makes acceptance through ignorance

those situations in which the individual would not use

more likely. Yet, explainability is relative to the cogni-

the technology in the same way if she were aware of

tive abilities of the user (Pégny and Ibnouhsein 2018),

them, as in e.g. automation complacency, automation

so acceptance through ignorance is a more widespread

bias, etc.

phenomenon. In all three cases, the accountability
of the user is compromised by imperfect delegation.

The three phenomena, distributed responsibility,

Our thesis is that imperfect delegation leads to inade-

induced acceptance, and acceptance through ignorance

quate accountability of all the relevant human agents

are pervasive of many people’s relationships to auto-

involved in the decision that have significant respon-

mation. These are all instances of imperfect delega-

sibilities in causing the relevant actions and effects.

tion. As we illustrate after having analyzed the con-

Such inadequacy, we argue, is especially problematic

cept of accountability, imperfect delegation threatens

when the end user of automation acts in the name

one or more key elements of accountability. Thus

of the public administration. For in this specific case,

— our thesis goes — imperfect delegation challenges

the end user is morally and politically supposed to be

human accountability when tasks are delegated to

accountable to the citizens.

computationally-driven systems. We are not rushing
to the conclusion that HAs delegating functions to AAs
is not morally responsible or accountable at all for

3. WHAT IS ACCOUNTABILITY?

their actions. After all, the action of delegation to AAs

Accountability is a relational condition: it cannot be

remains each HA’s own action. But the implications

defined as the quality of an agent in isolation from
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other individuals. Any definition of accountability will

software to make such human resource decisions

include at least three elements:

results in, for example, unfairness.5

A. responsibility for actions and choices, which also

Second, the problems of induced acceptance, and

provides the ground for moral praise or blame, social

acceptance through ignorance arguably threaten the

approval, and being liable to legal sanctions;

answerability dimension of accountability. Suppose
the human resource user of AA1, HA1, is a public serv-

B. answerability, which includes two aspects:

ant responsible for hiring in the public sector. HA1
provides truthful explanations of her reason: namely,

	
B1. capacity and willingness to reveal the reasons

she needs to rank candidates and in the context of

behind decisions to a selected counterpart (which

her time requirements and education, (it looks as if)

may also be the community as a whole),

using the rating provided by the software is the best
she can do to achieve her goal fairly and accurately.

B2. entitlement of such counterpart to request

Instead, because of her poor training, HA1 ignores

that such reasons are revealed; and finally (and

that she should not be using that software to make

somewhat less unanimously);

that particular decision for candidates for that specific position. The software is not robust and accurate

C. sanctionability of the accountable party (Boos 2020;

in that type of use. Moreover, HA1 ignores why the

Wieringa 2020).

software appears to be making the kind of ranking it
does. Because of her ignorance, HA1 does not have

Notice that C appears unduly restrictive (compared

meaningful human control of the task he delegates to

to most actual uses of accountability, especially in AI

the software. She does not understand the technol-

ethics discourse), unless “sanction” is understood in

ogy and its limitations well enough to employ either

the broadest possible sense, which includes receiving

teleological reasoning (Loi et al. 2020a), or causal/

moral blame, avoidance by other parties of commer-

counterfactual reasoning (Wachter et al. 2017) in pro-

cial interactions, punishment by consumers, etc. and

viding an explanation or a (teleological) justification of

not just narrowly to mean punishment on the basis

the decision resulting from delegation. If so, even if

of law.

HA1 truthfully reveals (what she takes to be) her reasons for an action, the reasons should not be con-

What is the link between the three elements men-

sidered satisfactory by any reasonable counterpart.

tioned above and the three challenges mentioned

Accountability should not be considered achieved in

above, i.e., distributed responsibility, induced accept-

this case. (It is not achieved, either, by blaming HA1

ance, and ignorance-driven acceptance?

for her poor judgment, or by sanctioning her for the
resulting unfairness.)

First of all, the problem of distributed responsibility
poses a challenge to the identification of responsi-

Third, the entitlement dimension of accountability is

bility. If HA1’s choice to delegate the evaluation of

compromised if, on the one hand, the public is only

candidates is induced by company culture and time
constraints, at least morally speaking HA1 is not the
only person responsible for the resulting delegated
human resources decisions. This also challenges
sanctionability, because it is not obvious (morally
at least) who should be sanctioned if the use of the

5	For example, when a large organization is involved in a disaster, it is often difficult to obtain convictions for the most significant criminal charges in the courts. This is also due to flow of
information that needs to be provided to, for example, people
in charge for the design of a technology, about its harmful effects, in order to consider these individuals morally and legally
responsible for the flaws the technology produces.
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entitled to answers by individuals in the public admin-

achieves, it is not a case of self-government. The same

istration, in particular end users, but not other parties

is true of the decisions of the public administration

with equally important responsibilities, who remain

systematically influenced or based by an “AI” which

not accountable. In HA1’s case, the employee may be

is designed to achieve some goals or respect require-

entitled to an explanation by (or even to sanction, if

ments imposed by a (non-publicly accountable) tech-

harm results) HA1. But no explanation is due by HA1’s

nology developer. In the best-case scenario in which

boss. Also in the case in which the public administra-

CEO’s of technological companies providing the pub-

tion uses a software that — by analogy to HA2’s case

lic administration with software are reliably better

— prioritizes other goals of the software designer,

than democratically appointed officials, if so much

if the public is entitled to an answer by the public

influence is permitted to obtain on public administra-

administrator, but not by the technology developer,

tion decisions, we are no longer dealing with demo-

answerability is obtained only formally, but not sub-

cratic self-government but with a (benign) form of

stantially.

technocracy.

The answerability challenge is particularly important

In what follows, we take a closer look at some

from the viewpoint of non-instrumental democratic

recently published guidelines on AI in the public sec-

theory (Boos 2020). This theory considers account-

tor to illustrate how they address the three distinct

ability of the government towards the governed as

challenges to accountability that automation raises.

an essential element of democratic self-government.

We shall also often refer to other ethical values and

In the case of HA3, ignorance-driven acceptance

principles, in particular those of beneficence, non-

occurred even though the app used decided in HA3’s

maleficence, autonomy and justice. The choice of

best interest. Consider now a case in which company

these principles is dictated by two considerations:

A provides the public administration with software

they are in widespread use in applied ethics, particu-

influencing high-stake decisions about members of

larly bioethics (Beauchamp and Childress 2008) and

the public. The public administration is as ignorant

they are often invoked (entirely or selectively, alone

about the deep underlying logic of the software as

or in conjunction with others) in many different ethi-

HA3 is of the randomized experiment in which he is

cal frameworks that have been proposed for the eth-

involved. A’s CEO, however, is a more sensitive social

ics of AI (Floridi and Cowls 2019; Independent High-

thinker than anyone in the current government, and

Level Expert Group On Artificial Intelligence Set Up By

the principles she requires her software to imple-

The European Commission 2019; Jobin et al. 2019).

ment are ethically and economically sounder than
those the administration has asked the company to
implement. As a result, the community is better off
with decisions taken by A’s software than it would
have been if the software had only followed the specifications of the public administration.
The case at hand is analogous, from the viewpoint
of non-instrumental democratic theory, to that of a
non-democratically accountable government that
happens to promote the welfare of the population
better than a democratic government would have.
Irrespective of the good outcomes such government
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Towards Accountability in the Use of Artificial

(Dawson et al. 2020)6 and that unethical behavior by

Intelligence for Public Administrations

responsible agents can be identified and sanctioned
(backward looking responsibility) (Government of
New Zealand 2020).7 These two elements are argu-

Democratic
selfgoverments

ably the core elements of accountability, those that
essentially requires

can more clearly be distinguished from transparency and safety. The guidelines we have examined
require, for example, that organizations should

Public
accountability

the governed are entitled to
control the governors

“establish a continuous chain of responsibility for all
roles involved in the design and implementation lifecycle of the project” (Government Digital Service and
Office for Artificial Intelligence, UK 2019).8 This in turn

Public
transparency

necessary if the governed
are to exercise their right/duty
to control

requires clearly documented, monitored, controlled
processes and outcomes — we analyse the relation
between documentation and responsibility in details
in section 4 (Government Digital Service and Office
for Artificial Intelligence, UK 2019).9

Figure 2: The relationship between accountability and
public transparency, according to non-instrumental
democratic theory.

The elements of answerability and (less clearly, sanctionability) are invoked, indirectly, by those guidelines
that aim to enable the contestation or challenge of

4. ACCOUNTABILITY AND
RESPONSIBILITY

the decisions taken by partially or fully automated

In this section, we use the conceptual framework

the concept of due process is used (AI Now Institute

of accountability and its challenges in the context

et al. n.d.), which involves a strong form of answer-

of automation as a lens to interpret a diverse set

ability: institutions deploying the AI are responsible

comprising 16 ethical guidelines. We cite the docu-

for collecting the feedback of the people affected by

ment as an in-text citation and use footnotes to indi-

it and to implement the required remedial actions (AI

cate the name of the specific guideline principle (in

Now Institute et al. n.d.);12 see also (Council of Europe

some cases, document section) in which the concept

2020a)13 and (Dawson et al. 2020) ,14, i.e., compensa-

appears.

tion for the harm suffered.

systems (AI Now Institute et al. n.d.), (Council of
Europe 2020a),10 (Dawson et al. 2020).11 In some cases

Let us begin by considering distributed responsibility,
also known as the “problem of many hands”. Several
recommendations address this concern. In AI ethics
guidelines, it is normally assumed that only human
persons can be accountable, (current) AIs cannot. In
keeping with the above given analysis of accountability, we classify under the heading of accountability
measures invoked to ensure that “people in charge”
can be identified (forward-looking responsibility)

6

Cf. “Accountability.”

7

Cf. “Human oversight and accountability.”

8	Cf. “Accountability”; see also: (Engelmann and Puntschuh 2020,
“4. Projektmanagement”; Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft –
Der Bundesrat. 2020, Leitlinie 4).
9

Cf. “Accountability.”

10 Cf. “Contestability.”
11 Cf. “Contestability.”
12	Cf. “Participatory Democracy, diversity and inclusion.”
13 Cf. “Consultation and adequate oversight.”
14 Cf. “Recourse.”
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5. ACCOUNTABILITY AND
TRANSPARENCY

the relevant events.16 These activities together pro-

It is fairly common that accountability and transpar-

mended practices of measuring, assessing, evaluating

ency principles or sections of different guidelines

(AI Now Institute et al. n.d.; Reisman et al. 2018),17

include the same, similar, or overlapping prescrip-

(Council of Europe 2020a),18 (World Economic Forum

tions. We explain this by showing that accountability

2020),19 (Automated Decision Systems Task Force

requires (some kind of) transparency. Our analysis

2019),20 (Automated Decision Systems Task Force

can easily diversify the two concepts of transpar-

2019).21 It includes defining standards (Council of

ency: the first, control transparency is a way to make

Europe 2020a)22 and policies. Transparency as inter-

information accessible and to communicate for any

nal control includes explicability (Dataethical Thinkdo-

purpose; the second, transparency-as-a-right, implies

tank n.d.),23 (Government Digital Service and Office

an entitlement of a counterpart outside the account-

for Artificial Intelligence, UK 2019; Leslie, D 2019),

able organization to obtain that information. Both

(Government of New Zealand 2020),24 (Automated

are claimed to enable a range of ethically valuable

Decision Systems Task Force 2019) .25 Transparency

effects, such as the identification of harmful errors

also requires justification (Leslie, D 2019),26 (Council of

(ethical principle of non-maleficence, or do no harm),

Europe 2020a),27 for design choices and, when una-

alignment with user preferences, generating higher

voidable, its errors, biases and trade-offs with other

satisfaction (ethical principle of beneficence). Some

moral goals.

duce the information about the processes that can be
made transparent. Second, control includes recom-

ethically desirable effects of transparency require
transparency-as-a-right. Clearly, the individual con-

Third, control includes those social activities neces-

sent to AI uses of personal data implies transparency-

sary to ensure that one’s study of processes and out-

as-a-right, not just control transparency. Individual

comes is adequately complete and that it does not

consent is a necessary condition of certain forms of

exclude relevant perspectives. This includes activi-

human autonomy.

ties such as training (Council of Europe 2020a),28 and
enhancing internal expertise (AI Now Institute et al.

This section is split in two sub-sections, correspond-

n.d.),29 (Council of Europe 2020a),30 expert review (AI

ing to two operationally and morally distinct forms of
transparency: internal control and public transparency.
Both kinds of transparency are related to accountability, but they are related to it in different ways,
i.e., by virtue of different elements. Transparency as
internal control is necessarily a form of control transparency; public transparency is necessarily a form of
transparency-as-a-right (of the public).

16 Cf. “Interaction of systems.”
17	Cf. “Key Elements Of A Public Agency Algorithmic Impact Assessment, #1”. See also: (Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft –
Der Bundesrat. 2020, Leitlinie 3).
18	Cf. “Ongoing review”, “Evaluation of datasets and system externalities”, “Testing on personal data.”
19 Cf. “Data Quality.”
20 Cf. „Explanation.“
21 Cf. „Impact determination.“

Transparency as internal control. To begin with, internal control includes the activity of timely documenting processes and outcomes and the recording (Dataethical Thinkdotank n.d.),15 testing (Council of Europe
2020a) and monitoring (Council of Europe 2020a) of

22 Cf. “Standards.”
23 Cf. “Explainability.”
24 Cf. “Transparency.”
25 Cf. „Explanation.“
26 Cf. „Transparency.“
27 Cf. “Testing.”
28 Cf. “Personnel management.”
29 Cf. “Executive Summary.”

15 Cf. “Traceability.”

30	Cf. “Independent research” and “Rights-promoting t echnology.”
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Now Institute et al. n.d.),31 (Government of Canada

Fifth, and of special importance for the use of AI in

and Treasury Board Secretariat 2019),

(Council of

the public sector, control includes ownership, knowl-

Europe 2020a),33 and even diversity in the workforce

edge, and effective control of some key infrastructure

(Council of Europe 2020a),

and transparency as

(Council of Europe 2020a),45 e.g., data assets and the

public debate (Council of Europe 2020a).35 It can be

machine learning algorithms to learn from them, that

advocated as a means to improving the accountable

is essential for shaping, better knowing, and more

party’s understanding of the implications of AI (Auto-

tightly controlling the AI in use.

34

32

mated Decision Systems Task Force 2019).

36

Transparency via internal control is required by the
Fourth, control includes risk-mitigation measures,

accountability dimension of responsibility identifica-

such as building backups and contingency plans (Gov-

tion. First, internal control is necessary in order to

ernment of Canada and Treasury Board Secretariat

identify who should be held responsible for norma-

2019), making room for human intervention (Gov-

tively relevant outcomes. Second, internal control is

ernment of New Zealand 2020), (Council of Europe

necessary in order to identify what individuals should

2020a)38 predicting and preventing risks, prohibiting

be held accountable (including, sanctioned or sup-

harmful or risky practices,

ported) for.

37

39

and correcting (Council

of Europe 2020a), errors that are made. These are
40

all safety practices for which people “in charge” of AI

This illustrates the relation between internal trans-

implementation in the public administration can be

parency and accountability. Let us now turn to public

held accountable. The importance assigned to risk

transparency.

assessment and management (World Economic Forum
2020),41 (Council of Europe 2020a),42 (Government of

Public transparency. Public transparency is, we main-

New Zealand 2020),43 (Government of Canada and

tain, a dimension of transparency distinct from inter-

Treasury Board Secretariat 2019), in the guidelines

nal transparency. By public transparency we mean

we have analyzed can hardly by overstated.

exclusively the production and communication of

44

information to the broader public, or, in terms of
democratic theory, “the governed”.
There are at least four main normative theories why
31	Cf. “Key Elements Of A Public Agency Algorithmic Impact Assessment, #2.”
32	Cf. “Appendix C.”
33	Cf. “Consultation and adequate oversight” and “Expertise and
oversight.”
34	Cf. “Principle of Equality and Security” and “Personnel management.”
35	Cf. “Public debate.”
36	Cf. „Available information.“
37	Cf. “Appendix C.”
38 Cf. “Principle ‘under user control’.”

transparency is instrumentally valuable (de Laat 2017;
Felzmann et al. 2019; Loi et al. 2020a; Zarsky 2013).
First, there is the view that “sunlight is the best disinfectant”, to cite Justice Louise Brandeis, that is to
say, the view that public transparency promotes
accountability, which in turn prevents at least the
worst unethical behavior from occurring. This justi-

39 Cf. “Consultation and adequate oversight” and “Follow up.”

fication links transparency with accountability, but it

40	Cf. “Consultation and adequate oversight” and “Effective remedies.”

assigns a purely instrumental value to the latter, i.e.,

41 Cf. “Key variables to consider in a risk assessment.”
42 Cf. “Human Rights Impact Assessment.”

the prevention of unethical behavior (which can be
also spelled out as behavior violating other moral

43	Cf. “Assessing likelihood and impact”. Cf. “Human oversight
and accountability”, “Reliability, Security and Privacy.”
44 Cf. “Algorithmic Impact Assessment.”

45

Cf. “Infrastructure” and “Interaction of systems.”
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principles, first of all the harm prevention and the jus-

Fourth, there is the view that public transparency

tice principles).

enables public debate which is necessary for the
democratic legitimacy of technological solutions. This

Second, there is the view that public transparency

is especially important when the implementation of

contributes to the quality of the technology, because

technology is not value-neutral. This value of public

it enables the crowd-sourcing of expert opinion and

transparency, in this picture, is a non-instrumental

the feedback by concerned citizens, which leads to

value from the viewpoint of democratic theory. Public

better scrutiny of the technology, which makes it

transparency is non-instrumentally required by dem-

more trustworthy. This justification is more closely

ocratic self-government. It is valuable independently of

associated with the ethical principle of beneficence.

its ethical outcomes, if one assumes that democratic
self-government also is valuable as an end in itself.

Third, there is the view that public transparency ena-

According to this value theory, accountability need

bles end users of a technology, or people who may be

not incentivize ethical behavior in order to be ethi-

affected by it, to make an informed choice whether

cally required.

to use it. This justification is more closely associated
with the ethical principle of autonomy.

The distinction between the instrumental and noninstrumental value of accountability is important

Notice that the principles of autonomy and benefi-

because instrumental views are more vulnerable to

cence in the second and third reason justify public

empirical socio-logical objections (Felzmann et al.

transparency independently of accountability. The

2019; Zarsky 2013). Public transparency may not have

first justification, the idea that public transparency

equally significant out-comes in all domains of appli-

generates incentives for more ethical behavior,

cation of AI. The incentive and ability to control of the

instead, refers to accountability directly. (In so far as

broad public may be limited to a few cases that grab

it implies the existence of sanctions, at least of the

the attention of the media, so it may generate poor

reputational kind.) Thus, public transparency is instru-

incentives for ethical behavior. The (non-accounta-

mentally related to better outcomes and improved

bility) related instrumental justifications for public

respect of the four ethical principles of beneficence,

transparency do not easily justify a broad scope for

non-maleficence, justice and autonomy, both directly

trans-parency, but only specific forms of it. E.g., with

and indirectly.

regards to the crowd-sourcing justification, subjecting the technology to the scrutiny of a restricted and

Notice that, according to the three views examined

selected group of experts may often be enough to

so far, public transparency is only valuable contin-

make technology safe. The autonomy theory (all peo-

gently when it induces more ethical behavior on the

ple need transparency to determine which technol-

accountable parties or when it leads to ethical out-

ogy is better “for them”) does not take into account

come improvement directly, e.g., via crowdsourcing.

the limited ability of ordinary individuals to assess

When the behavior of the accountable party cannot

technology beyond its usability and pleasantness or

be improved through transparency mechanisms, pub-

(e.g., as it is often the case for the public administra-

lic transparency has no instrumental value. Hence, it

tion) the fact that ordinary individuals are not pre-

is quite legitimate to be skeptical of the instrumental

sented with meaningful options to choose from (Zar-

value of public transparency if the instrumental jus-

sky 2013).

tification is the only one available and the evidence
that transparency generates better outcomes is hard
to find.
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Public
transparency

valuable in so far as

Public
accountability

valuable in so far as

Ethical behavior

non-maleficience,
beneficience, auto
nomy & justice, etc.

Figure 3: Relation between public transparency,
accountability, and other ethical principles, assuming
that accountability is only valuable instrumentally.
Public transparency can facilitate ethical behavior
directly or incentivize it indirectly (through
accountability).

Role of
transparency

Goals

Ethical value/
principle
involved
(argument type)

Transparency
as disinfectant

Accountability,
avoiding un
ethical behavior

All four
principles

Transparency for crowdsourcing

Collecting
expert and lay
people opinion

Beneficence

Transparency
for informed
choice

Enabling informed
individual
choice

Autonomy
(instrumental)

Transparency
for informed
public debate

Enabling informed democratic deliberation

Selfgovernment
(deontological)

Table 1. Varieties of moral groundings for
public transparency.

Public transparency is invoked in relation to the very
existence of automated decision systems, (AI Now
Institute et al. n.d.), (Cities for Digital Rights 2020),

However, doubts about the contingent value of pub-

(Council of Europe 2020a),46 (Dataethical Thinkdotank

lic transparency are irrelevant from the viewpoint

n.d.),47 their purpose, reach, and actual use, (AI Now

of non-instrumental democratic theory. If that value

Institute et al. n.d.) the definitions of key concepts

theory is correct, public transparency is a deonto-

and key measures employed e.g., definitions of auto-

logical requirement whose value is independent of its

mated decision or AI, (AI Now Institute et al. n.d.) of

effects. In other words: under conditions of democ-

fairness (Leslie, D 2019), the ethical or impact assess-

racy, citizens are entitled to hold public authorities

ment concerning them, (AI Now Institute et al. n.d.),

accountable, independently of whether they take

(Government of Canada and Treasury Board Secre-

that opportunity and in this way generate outcome

tariat 2019),48 their justification (AI Now Institute et al.

improvements. Answerability as a moral duty is a

n.d.), (Government Digital Service and Office for Artifi-

matter of deontological political ethics, not expedi-

cial Intelligence, UK 2019),49 the underlying data types

ency. Yet, some may find the case for this deontologi-

and processing methods (Council of Europe 2020b),

cal principle unpersuasive, especially if it turns out

(Government of Canada and Treasury Board Secretar-

that, in practice, the public is either not interested,

iat 2019),50 and their overall quality, often reductively

or not skilled enough, to participate in the relevant
debates that public transparency is meant to enable.

46 Cf. “Identifiability of algorithmic decision-making.”
47 Cf. “Fair communication.“
48 Cf. “Appendix C – Notice.”
49	Cf. “Transparency”; see also (Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft - Der Bundesrat. 2020, Leitlinie 3).
50 Cf. “Appendix C – Notice.”
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characterized as accuracy (Dataethical Thinkdotank

people subjected to the authority of public adminis-

n.d.), effectiveness, efficiency (Government of Can-

trations. Most prescriptions consider the individuals

ada and Treasury Board Secretariat 2019),52 or abil-

involved or affected (Dawson et al. 2020), (Dataethical

ity to support the administration (Government of

Thinkdotank n.d.),62 (Government Digital Service and

Canada and Treasury Board Secretariat 2019).53 Post-

Office for Artificial Intelligence, UK 2019),63 (Council

hoc explanations of the causes of individual specific

of Europe 2020a),64 the public in general (Council of

decision are also invoked (Dataethical Thinkdotank

Europe 2020a),65 or independent experts (Council of

n.d.; Government Digital Service and Office for Arti-

Europe 2020a),66 (AI Now Institute et al. n.d.). Even

ficial Intelligence, UK 2019),54 (World Economic Forum

communication by a whistleblower is considered as

2020), (Government of Canada and Treasury Board

deserving of encouragement and protection by the

Secretariat 2019).56 Another key form of answer-

laws of the state and the organization of a company

ability, namely contestation, is also invoked for auto-

(Council of Europe 2020a).67

51

55

mated decisions (Automated Decision Systems Task
Force 2019),57 with emphasis on contestation because
of the risk of harmful or discriminatory effects (Automated Decision Systems Task Force 2019),58 often in

6. ACCOUNTABILITY AND
AUDITABILITY

association with stressing the value of public partici-

Section 4 illustrates why transparency is plausibly

pation (Cities for Digital Rights 2020).

required by accountability. But is internal transparency also sufficient for accountability? The question

It is acknowledged that it is not reasonable to exact

here is not whether internal transparency is sufficient

the same level of transparency to be required of all

for public accountability — our account in section 3

systems (Council of Europe 2020a),

(Government

entails that internal transparency is not sufficient for

of New Zealand 2020).60 Yet, some guidelines charac-

public accountability unless it is paired with some

terize transparency to be (what a philosopher would

entitlements to transparency and sanctioning. The

characterize as) a general (pro-tanto) principle, mean-

question is, rather, whether internal transparency can

ing, the highest possible transparency should always

be integrated in a form of public accountability, with

be achieved, compatibly with all other overriding

some additions. This section explores that possibility.

59

(legal and moral) constraints being satisfied (Council
of Europe 2020a).61 The counterpart of transparency

The existence of a counterpart with accountability enti-

— the actors with entitlement to ask questions and

tlements. The fundamental point is that all forms of

receive truthful information — may vary. As public

accountability require, at the minimum, a counter-

transparency is at stake here, we only consider coun-

part outside the accountable organization with some

terparts that belong to the broader public, or the

kind of entitlement (legal or de facto) to:

51 Cf. “Fair communication.”
52 Cf. “Reporting: 6.5.1.”

1) ask specific questions
2) receive truthful answers.

53 Cf. “Appendix C – Notice.”
54 Cf. “Transparency.”
55 Cf. “Human in the loop.”
56 Cf. “6.2.3.”

62	Cf. “Transparency.” See also (Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft – Der Bundesrat. 2020, Leitlinie 3)

57 Cf. „3.2. Incorporate information about ADS specifically…“

63 Cf. “Ongoing review.”

58 Cf. „3.3 Create an internal City process for assessing…“

64 Cf. “Expertise and oversight.”

59 Cf. “Levels of transparency.”

65 Cf. “Public debate.”

60 Cf. “Transparency.”

66 Cf. “Expertise and oversight.”

61 Cf. “Levels of transparency.”

67 Cf. “Advancement of public benefit.”
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The element of sanctionability is also necessary for

— shareholders, tax authorities, an oversight institu-

accountability, but notice that the party entitled to

tion etc. The auditors are (often) private companies

sanction and the party entitled to information access

that have to follow certain rules that are also based

need not be the same. For example, the right of audi-

on law, and they themselves are controlled by over-

tors to receive information may be derived from legal

sight institutions.68 The interesting mechanism here

regulation. When the party with an entitlement to

is that while one party has the transparency entitle-

access to information (i.e., the auditor) is not given

ments (AU), the public, represented by the judiciary,

access, or is given non-truthful information, or when

has the sanctioning entitlement, which may be exer-

the information provided does not fulfill some regu-

cised on the auditor, on the audited organization,

latory standard, the authority to sanction may rest

or both. For example, in the words of the proposed

on the judiciary exercising the authority of the law —

EU Digital Service Act (European Commission 2020),

which is an expression of popular sovereignty.

auditors “should be accountable, through independent auditing, for their compliance with the obligations

One can then characterize a distinct form of account-

laid down by this Regulation and, where relevant, any

ability which includes:

complementary commitments undertaking pursuant to
codes of conduct and crises protocols.” In this model,

A) a party “AU”, with special entitlements to transpar-

the audited organization is accountable to the auditor

ency i.e., the right to ask certain questions and to

(the auditor is entitled to ask questions and receive

receive truthful answers to them;

truthful answers), while both auditors and organizations are sanctionable (by the state). This is a chain-

B) a
 party (not necessarily AU), with special entitlements to sanction, and providing the grounds of

of-accountability model, that amounts to public
accountability in an indirect way.

AU’s entitlements to control.
For ease of exposition, the party designated above as
“AU” can be considered an automation auditor, borrowing the terminology from the domain of account-

Incentive:
good
reputation

Incentive:
avoiding bad
reputation

Incentive:
certification

Ethical
behavior

Increased
control over
outcomes
and processes

Auditing
transparency

ing. Auditors can play:
a) 
a n instrumental role in achieving public
accountability

non-maleficience,
beneficience, autonomy & justice, etc.

b) an instrumental role in achieving any of the
other ethically desirable outcome for which
public transparency is often referred as a
means (see fig. 3).

Figure 4: Internal transparency combined with auditing
entitlements generate accountability, which is instrumentally valuable in so far as it incentivizes ethical behavior.

Let us analyze both functions in turn. For case (a) we
have to assume that the entitlement to transparency
of the auditor has a legal basis. This is similar to the
case in finance, where the law prescribes that a company’s accounts have to be audited and the results of
these audits have to be made available to someone

68

These systems often fail, sometimes spectacularly — as in
the case of Enron/Arthur Andersen or, currently, Wirecard/EY,
where on January 29, 2021, the head of the German Federal Financial Oversight Agency, BaFin, had to resign, partly because
BaFin failed in holding Wirecard’s auditors, EY, accountable.
See “BaFin bosses forced out over handling of Wirecard scandal” https://www.ft.com/content/4f948457-678e-485c-92f72837064a5010 .
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Notice that, in the case of the public administration
at least, the auditor’s entitlement always derives from

/ CONCLUSION

a legal requirement, so the entitlement to sanction

In our examination of guidelines, we found that there

belongs to the public represented as the citizen. In

is little awareness that the different forms of public

this case, auditing can be considered a means to a

accountability (direct public accountability and indi-

structure of accountability that ultimately contributes

rect public accountability through auditing) oper-

to democratic self-government. It amounts to a form

ate by virtue of distinct entitlements. There is also

of indirect control of the public of the confidentially

little awareness of the different types of arguments

audited party, where control is achieved not directly,

(instrumental vs. non-instrumental) that can be spent

but through delegation to specialized parties, each

in favor of it. Accountability is generally described as a

of which owns different entitlements (lawmakers,

desirable goal, or (more often) as a requirement, but

the judiciary, auditors etc) vis-à-vis the accountable

the reason why this is, and what this exactly entails, is

organization. This is a rather different model from the

often not clarified in them.

public transparency one sketched in section 3.
The idea of auditing accountability is arguably a linThis is not the only way in which auditing can con-

gering background thought, that may explain why so

tribute to accountability in general. A distinct (moral

much attention is paid — often under the heading of

and legal) entitlement to transparency can originate

accountability — to some standard safety and quality

from contractual agreement. This is more plausi-

control mechanisms that are good business practices

ble in the use of auditing by private firms, where a

but do not alone qualify as accountability unless some

manager’s decision to be audited need not be legally

entitlement to transparency and sanctioning mechanism

required. A private company management may rely

also exists. In section 5 we have argued that internal

on auditing instrumentally, i.e., to obtain two goals:

transparency is necessary for responsibility identifica-

an indirect form of control on the processes in the

tion, which is a presupposition of accountability. But

company and (prudentially) a reputation booster. In

clearly does not yet entail that internal transparency

this case, accountability exists if and only if the two

is sufficient for it.

functions are well-aligned, i.e., auditing improves both
the level of control over processes (which produces

Internal transparency can be turned into an inde-

ethically desirable consequences) and the company

pendent accountability mechanism only if auditors

reputation (which has prudential value). If good repu-

are entitled to ask questions and receive truthful

tation and good control are not functionally related,

answers and only if they are, in turn, accountable to

there can be no accountability. For reputation is here

the public. Moreover, the problem of many-hands

the primary currency the public can use to sanction

may involve auditors themselves, so clear auditor

poorly controlled organizations. Even in this case, the

responsibilities and liabilities must be defined.

auditor is not only a counterpart who just happens
to gain information, but one that is entitled to ask

Our analysis has allowed us to distinguish between

specific question and to obtain truthful answers. The

direct public accountability via public transparency

entitlement to sanction here can be seen as resting

and indirect public accountability via transparency to

in consumers, who may not be willing to trust a com-

auditors. In order to do so, we started with a philo-

pany unless it is audited and certified.

sophical analysis of the elements of accountability and
of delegation from human to computationally driven
agents. In particular, we have shown that the key element of accountability, responsibility identification, is
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clearly addressed in existing guidelines. We have also
identified two sets of requirements that are ordinarily

/ METHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX

associated with transparency, namely, public trans-

The authors selected 16 guidelines for examina-

parency and internal transparency (or control). These

tion from 172 in AlgorithmWatch’s AI Ethics Guide-

requirements — we have argued — are enablers of

lines Global Inventory.69 The selected guidelines are

accountability: direct public accountability in the for-

those directly connected to the public sector, either

mer case, and indirect public accountability in the

being written for it, or being an emanation of it.

latter. The difference between direct public accountability and indirect public accountability is that in the

Recommendations for the
use of AI-based
systems

Laws and regulations on the use of
AI-based systems

In the
scope of
this study

Address the public
administration

Relate horizontally
to AI-based systems
/ ADM systems

Outside
the scope
of this
study

Aimed at all developers and users

Refer to AI-based
systems/ADM systems in a specific
sector

former, the public itself is expected to control the
administration and transparency must be addressed
to it. In indirect public accountability, by contrast, the
public expresses its right/duty to self-government
through its legislators and control is exercised directly
by auditors.
We have identified two potentially overlapping normative arguments for public accountability: an instrumental argument, namely that accountable parties

Table 2. Source selection.

are more likely to behave ethically, and a non-instrumental one, namely that under self-government, the

This resulted in the selection of 16 guidelines. The

governed have a right/duty to control the governors.

guidelines texts have been coded by one researcher

In relation to the second argument, we have shown

according to a codebook specialized on the contents

that certain forms of automation (those involving

of AI ethical guidelines, comprising codes for both

imperfect delegation) prevent citizens from exercising

goals (e.g., avoid discrimination, part of the overall

this right. From this, a duty to make AI accountable

goal of justice) and required actions (e.g., monitoring,

follows. This duty could also be discharged through

as a species of control). This codebook was developed

accountable auditing grounded in law by democratic

through the analysis of guidelines in previous work of

legislatures. So, in the case of the public sector, audit-

one of the authors, with a combination of inductive

ing (with a legal basis) can also be seen as an indi-

and philosophical (a-priori) conceptualization meth-

rect form of control by the public. Auditing can also

odology (Loi et al. 2020b).

be more generally ethically valuable by virtue of its
effects — if and when it incentivizes ethical behavior
and other ethically valuable outcome and process
improvements. While some guidelines require processes that are technically analogous to auditing,
the debate needs more clarity about what the entitlements and liabilities of auditors should be. This is
essential for any ethical proposition about auditing
being a public accountability device to be valid.

69

https://inventory.algorithmwatch.org
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